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Abstract: In recent years, sensors of mobile devices are increasingly used in the research field of
Active and Assisted Living (AAL), in particular, for movement analysis. Questions, such as where
users typically stay (and for how long), where they have been or where they will most likely be
going to, are of utmost importance for implementing smart AAL services. Due to the plethora of
application scenarios and varying requirements, the challenge is the identification of an appropriate
stay detection approach. Thus, this paper presents a comprehensive framework covering the entire
process from data acquisition, pre-processing, parameterization to evaluation so that it can be applied
to evaluate various stay detection methods. Additionally, ground truth data as well as application
field data are used within the framework. The framework has been validated with three different
spatio-temporal clustering approaches (time-based/incremental clustering, extended density based
clustering, and a mixed method approach). Using the framework with ground truth data and data
from the AAL field, it can be concluded that the time-based/incremental clustering approach is most
suitable for this type of AAL applications. Furthermore, using two different datasets has proven
successful as it provides additional data for selecting the appropriate method. Finally, the way
the framework is designed it might be applied to other domains such as transportation, mobility,
or tourism by adapting the pre-selection criteria.
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1. Introduction

Due to the technological progress in recent years in sensor miniaturization, nowadays,
high-quality sensors are integrated into almost every mobile device, including smartphones,
smartwatches, or fitness trackers. Usually, these devices are equipped with at least one or more
of the following sensors: accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) receiver. All of these sensors are used in different disciplines for mobile data acquisition.
Thus, today, the focus is no longer on how to acquire mobile data with state of the art mobile devices,
but rather, on analyzing mobile data. Despite constant progress in hardware development, performing
time-aware analyses on powerful stationary computers and, particularly, on mobile devices, is still
challenging for computationally intensive applications, such as movement analysis. In the context of
mobile data analysis, the research field of movement pattern analysis is of particular interest to many
disciplines, including transportation, mobility, tourism and health care [1–4].
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In the research field of Active and Assisted Living (AAL), built-in sensors of mobile devices are
used for movement analysis indoors and outdoors, for monitoring activities, and detecting emergency
situations [5–7]. For example, outdoor movements of frail or cognitively impaired people can be
monitored in order to assist them and/or their relatives in case they get lost or if they have fallen down.
By using AAL services, these scenarios can be detected or even prevented. For the implementation of
such services following questions need to be answered: (i) where does a user typically stay (and for
how long); (ii) where has she/he been; or (iii) where will she/he most likely be going to. To answer
these questions within this research, it was decided to rely on a person’s historical movement data.
With respect to computation and response time in case of an emergency, a model was created where
stays and transitions of a person are extracted. Based on the information where a person typically stays
or moves in-between, this research is able to propose either stays or transition corridors where a person
may be at a certain point in time. In this context, the challenge was the identification of a suitable stay
detection approach as such a standard selection process is currently missing. Usually, stay detection
approaches are evaluated with ground truth data using different measures like recall, precision,
and F-measure, as well as entropy and purity [8–13]. In some research additional measures like
spatio-temporal accuracy, user’s forgetfulness, or user assessment are applied [10,12,13].

A selection framework offering the possibility of using ground truth data as well as data
collected in a particular application field by covering the whole process from data acquisition,
pre-processing, parameterization to evaluation does not yet exist. Therefore, this paper proposes
an evaluation framework for stay detection approaches taking into account the aforementioned aspects.
As stochastic and grid-/cell-based approaches have already been investigated in previous work [13,14]
spatio-temporal clustering approaches are now investigated here. The proposed framework is
validated by comparing three different spatio-temporal clustering approaches using two different
datasets, namely ground truth data as well as application data from a field trial conducted with older
(partly cognitively impaired) people. To the best of our knowledge, such a comprehensive framework
has not yet been published.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, related work is reviewed.
Section 3 defines general parameters and describes the framework. In Section 4, the application of the
framework is presented. The paper closes with a discussion (Section 5) and conclusions drawn from
the results (Section 6).

2. Related Work

In the last few years, several stay detection approaches for different positioning systems such as
GPS, WLAN, Bluetooth, RFID, or GSM have been developed. Some of these are tailored approaches
for a dedicated positioning system and others are positioning system independent. The common aim
of all approaches is the analysis and generation of location histories.

2.1. Stay Detection—An Approximation

In the scientific literature, different terms for stay detection are used. In Ashbrook and
Starner [15] they refer to it as ‘finding significant locations’, whereas Hariharan and Toyama [16] or
Ye et al. [17] speak about ‘extracting/detecting stays/stay points’. Hightower et al. [9], Kang et al. [8],
or Changqing, et al. [10] use ‘place extraction, identification or discovery’, whereas Liu and Seah [4]
prefer the term ‘location retrieval’. For the terms ‘place’, ‘stay’, and ‘stay point’ clear definitions exist
in the literature. A place is a location where an object stays, whereas a ‘stay’ refers to the event where
an object is located at a place for a certain amount of time [4,16]. A ‘stay point’ is the geographical
representation of a ‘stay’ in form of a quadruple (latitude, longitude, tin, tout), where tin and tout denote
the check-in and check-out time at the dedicated location [4]. The time period between tin and tout is
defined as ‘stay duration’. Thus, in the following, ‘stay detection’ indicates the approach for detecting
stays and ‘stay point’ is used when the geographical representation of a ‘stay’ is meant.
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2.2. Stay Detection Approaches

According to the literature, different approaches have been developed for the purpose of stay
detection from movement data. While originally straightforward and less accurate approaches have
been used (e.g., [18]), more advanced stay detection approaches have been implemented to obtain
higher accuracy most recently. Approaches for stay detection can be divided into (i) clustering;
(ii) grid-/cell-based; and (iii) stochastic methods, that deal with spatio-temporal information.
Furthermore, these approaches can be classified with respect to their movement perspective as
(i) Eulerian and (ii) Lagrangian approaches. The Eulerian approach concentrates on locations fixed in
space and observes objects passing by, whereas the Lagrangian approach adopts the perspective of
a moving object, when it moves along a trajectory [19,20]. For this reason, common spatio-temporal
clustering and stochastic approaches can be classified as Lagrangian. In contrast, grid-/cell-based
approaches can be categorized as Eulerian approaches, in most cases. For positioning systems
providing a geographical point as positioning result, e.g., GPS or WLAN (if a position is determined
by triangulation), Lagrangian approaches are more common. Systems where a specific area (polygon)
or cell is the positioning result, e.g., GSM or Bluetooth beaconing, Eulerian approaches are preferred.

In the literature, clustering approaches for stay detection include (i) partition-based clustering
such as k-means [10,11,15]; (ii) hierarchical agglomerative clustering [21]; (iii) time-based/incremental
clustering [8,22,23]; (iv) density-based clustering [10,11]; and (v) mixed-method approaches [11,17].
Examples for grid-/cell-based approaches can be found in [13,24,25]. Examples for stochastic
approaches are discussed in [14,26,27].

2.3. Data Acquisition

For data acquisition, mobile phones or customary GPS loggers have frequently been used.
Across studies, sampling rates have varied between 1 and 60 s. It is notable that the selection of
the sampling rate does not depend on the stay detection approach or the expected minimum duration
of a stay to be detected, but mainly on the battery life of the collection device.

Many approaches have been evaluated with ground truth data (GTD) collected during
corresponding studies, however, with different sample sizes. ‘GTD’ in this context means that
study participants’ tag additional information, such as coordinates of a visited place (‘tagged
place’), as well as the time of entering and leaving the place (‘tagged stay’), which results in
an annotated GTD set. In some studies data were collected for only some days or hours by one
or two persons [8,23], while in other cases at least four persons collected data for several weeks or even
months [9,10,12,15]. Some approaches were evaluated using existing, third-party datasets instead of
self-generated data [11,17,27]. In contrast to GTD, these third-party or application field data (AFD) are
collected without any additional information (uncontrolled recording) by ordinary people, for instance,
during a field trial or ordinary system usage. ‘AFD’ can be differentiated between personalized and
anonymous data. In case of movement data, anonymous means that information about the collector is
anonymized and/or trajectories are modified so that home or working places cannot be reconstructed.
In contrast, personalized data include some information about the collector, like home, work place,
and/or even original trajectories.

An evaluation procedure combining GTD and AFD has not yet been applied. Concerning data
annotation, there have been differences in GTD as well as in existing datasets. In some cases, people
were asked to write diaries [9], while in other studies they were subsequently asked to assess the
results and label their locations [12,15,17]. Both diaries and subsequent assessments were also used
together by Changqing et al. [10].

2.4. Data Pre-Processing

When using positioning systems like GPS or WLAN, different measurement and interpolation
errors influencing the location accuracy have to be considered [28,29]. In such cases, different standard
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pre-processing methods like filtering and/or smoothing are used. With respect to stay detection
evaluation procedures, a pre-processing step has only been mentioned in [13].

2.5. Parameterization

In the literature, it is often described which parameters are used for a stay detection approach
but not why or how these parameters have been selected. In other words, the parameter selection
process is rarely described in detail. While in some studies parameter testing was reported [8,10,15],
parameter values have only been indicated in other studies without any explanation why specific
values were chosen [12,17,23]. General parameters used by almost all approaches are ‘stay duration’
and ‘cluster distance’. While stay duration is defined as the timespan between tin and tout, cluster
distance is used to overcome the issue that for the same location different positions can be measured
due to location inaccuracy caused by the positioning system (see Section 2.4). Thus, cluster distance
defines the maximum distance between two points that belong to the same location [12]. The cluster
distance depends on the specific approach.

2.6. Established Evaluation Procedures and Measures

Common measures used for evaluating spatial and/or temporal accuracy of stay detection approaches
are recall, precision, and F-measure, as well as entropy and purity [8–11,13,30]. Only in some cases,
additional measures are used. In the research by Changqing et al. [10] and Montoliu et al. [12] users
had the possibility to assess ‘detected stays’ determined by the stay detection algorithm. In some
cases, users realized that they forgot to indicate stays in the baseline. Montoliu et al. [12] called
this users’ forgetfulness and introduced a correction factor for precision and F-measure. Runtime or
rather computation time has been addressed by Changqing et al. [10], Gröchenig and Schneider [13],
Porras Bernárdez [30], Venek et al. [14] as an additional measure. Dedicated spatio-temporal measures
have been introduced in Gröchenig and Schneider [13] and Venek et al. [14].

The existing research on stay detection indicates that many approaches are available but dedicated
frameworks for evaluating an appropriate approach considering different aspects, including data
acquisition, data pre-processing, parameterization, and evaluation measures, do not exist. Additionally,
stay detection approaches are usually either tested with GTD or AFD. An evaluation procedure
combining both datasets has not yet been considered. Therefore, a comprehensive framework for the
evaluation of stay detection approaches is presented and validated next.

3. Definition of the Framework

To our best knowledge, there is no widely accepted assessment method so far for evaluating stay
detection approaches. Thus, this paper presents an attempt to provide an iterative framework using
ground truth data as well as data collected in a particular application field by covering the whole
process from data acquisition, pre-processing, parameterization to evaluation. The stay detection
evaluation framework includes five steps: (i) Pre-selection; (ii) acquisition; (iii) pre-processing;
(iv) parameterization; and (v) evaluation (Figure 1). Whereby iterations between acquisition and
preprocessing (e.g., poor data quality), pre-selection and parameterization (e.g., suitable values for
parameters cannot be determined for an approach), and pre-selection and evaluation (e.g., none of the
selected approaches has convinced) are possible. Moreover, two different datasets (GTD and AFD) are
used within the evaluation process. GTD is required for parameterization and extensive evaluation of
the approaches, whereby AFD is used to check their suitability for the intended field of application.
In the following, each individual step of the proposed framework, as well as the usage of the two
datasets are explained in detail.
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Figure 1. Stay detection evaluation framework.

3.1. Pre-Selection

Pre-selection includes a literature review for identifying relevant approaches using the following two
main criteria: (1) Positioning system; and (2) domain/application. Whereby domain/application considers:
(i) Battery and sampling; (ii) runtime; and (iii) input parameters of the approach. The selected positioning
system (GPS, GSM, WLAN, etc.) should be known, since some approaches have been developed for
and/or tested with a dedicated positioning system, like Laasonen et al. [24] and maybe needs to be
adapted in order to be used with another positioning system. Additionally, the domain/application need
to be considered. Some mobile services, for instance in the AAL domain, require long battery life between
12 and 18 h. Moreover, shape, size and weight of the device are essential [31]. Consequently, lower
sampling rates are used and/or recording devices are automatically switched off, if a standstill is
detected. In this case, the stay detection approach has to work properly, even with fewer available
positions. For emergency applications, runtime also plays an important role. With respect to mobile
AAL services, time-aware processing of the data may additionally be feasible. Moreover, it needs to
be taken into account that for some stay detection approaches an a priori knowledge of specific input
parameters is needed, such as the (expected) number of visited places (clusters), in case of the k-means
method. Therefore, required input parameters should be comprehensible and, if required, independent
of a priori knowledge.

3.2. Acquisition

For the proposed framework, data acquisition is an important step that involves deliberations
about the recording device and the recording type. Regarding the recording device, it should at
least enable adjustments of the setting dependent configurations, namely the standstill detection for
switching the device off and setting the appropriate sampling rate. Furthermore, the device should
support the sampling rate required by the intended application. For example, higher sampling
rates are required when (additionally) analyzing different movement scenarios (e.g., normal or
fast walking, slow or fast direction changes, short or long stops) compared to extracting stays
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from trajectories (of pedestrians) [29]. The recording type provides information about the acquired
data that can be categorized as either controlled or uncontrolled. ‘Controlled recorded data’, like
GTD, consist of recorded positioning data and metadata, such as a diary of stays. In contrast,
‘uncontrolled recorded data’ like AFD include only recorded positioning data without any additional
information. If uncontrolled recorded data are used, then they have to be personalized for the
evaluation of stay detection approaches (e.g., frequently visited places of the collectors are disclosed
and tagged). This additional information can then be used within the framework for evaluation
purposes. For enabling parameterization, extensive evaluation, and the examination of the suitability
for the intended field of application, the data acquisition procedure should collect both datasets,
including ground truth and application field datasets.

3.2.1. Collection of Controlled Recorded GTD

The following procedure for collecting GTD is proposed, device selection, identification of trial
participants (data collectors), and the definition of rules for data recording and documenting mobility.
For collecting GTD a recording device, being able to record at least one day with a high sampling rate
of less than 5 s [29], needs to be chosen. Additionally, four persons (see Section 2.3) with different
mobility behavior (means of transportation, activity level with respect to their number of visited places)
willing to track their daily movements and document them in a mobility diary for at least four weeks
have to be identified. To ensure optimal recording, the following rules should be followed: (i) weekly
almanac update; (ii) daily charging of the device; (iii) awaiting GPS signal after leaving a building;
(iv) downloading data from recording device, if necessary; and (vi) setting a morning reminder to
use the device. Moreover, each data collector has to document all visits to places lasting longer than
15 min, reporting the exact location, as well as the check-in and check-out time.

3.2.2. Collection of Uncontrolled Recorded AFD

Since for the collection of (application dependent) uncontrolled recorded data (AFD) none rules
exist, the following tasks are suggested: (i) device selection; (ii) identification of trial participants (data
collectors); and (iii) definition of setting reminders. An appropriate recording device for the intended
application, being able to record at least one day with the stated sampling rate without user interaction
(automatic background recording), has to be identified. Moreover, 15 to 30 trial participants within
a dedicated field of application, willing to be tracked for several weeks and providing their permission
by signing an informed consent form, have to be recruited. To ensure that data collectors do not forget
to charge and carry the device, daily reminders need to be defined, e.g., on the collectors’ smartphones.

3.3. Pre-Processing

Pre-processing is particularly important (1) for coping with measurement and interpolation errors
caused by the positioning system (see Section 2.4); and (2) for data annotation, which can be classified
into annotating controlled and uncontrolled recorded data.

3.3.1. GPS Data Pre-Processing

For GPS data pre-processing a two-step pre-processing approach following Gröchenig and
Schneider [13] is proposed. In a first step, duplicated track points (both time stamp and coordinates)
are removed. Additionally, track points before and after tunnels (or other tracking interruptions)
and outliers are filtered out. In a subsequent step, data are smoothed using a triangular kernel function
to determine weighting factors in order to produce more natural tracks and reduce spikes.

3.3.2. Data Annotation

When annotating controlled and uncontrolled recorded data the following two procedures are
proposed: (1) mobility diary processing and (2) frequently visited place processing. The procedure for
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frequently visited places only works, if at least one frequently visited place is known (e.g., address or
coordinates).

Mobility diary processing of controlled recorded GTD: In a first step, the total amount of
visited places has to be determined and each place has to be labeled with a unique ID for all trial
participants. Thereafter, each participant needs to identify Open Street Map (OSM) elements (node,
way, or relationship) of all visited places. To ensure that places are tagged identically, the coordinates
are set at the centroid of each OSM element. Subsequently, for each stay lasting at least 15 min, a tagged
place with check-in and check-out times is created.

Frequently visited places processing of uncontrolled recorded AFD: First, a frequently visited
place (e.g., known home or working place) is identified using geocoding or reverse geocoding methods.
Next, the OSM coordinates of this place are determined as described above for GTD. Thereafter, stays
lasting for at least 15 min at the frequently visited place are identified and tagged.

3.4. Parameterization

Besides general parameters like minimum stay duration or cluster distance, individual parameters
are essential for each approach to work properly. As already explained in Section 2.5, the parameter
selection process is not explained in many cases. As a pre-defined parameterization process does
not exist, the following process using GTD is proposed. After implementing the approach to be
investigated, parameter selection starts with parameter values suggested in the literature. Lower and
higher values for each parameter will be tested until results worsen (number of detected and
overlapping stays compared to ground truth). Subsequently, the F-measure will be calculated for
identified parameter sets, which will then be ranked according to their F-measure. Finally, parameters
with the highest F-measure of all datasets will be selected.

3.5. Evaluation

The most commonly used evaluation measures are precision and recall (see Section 2.6).
Additional measures are rarely used. Spatio-temporal measures have been introduced by
Gröchenig and Schneider [13] and Venek et al. [14]. As time-aware computation plays an important
role for many application fields, runtime should additionally be considered. Since two different
datasets can be evaluated, a distinction needs to be made between the evaluation of controlled and
uncontrolled recorded data. Thus, two different evaluation strategies were developed. In contrast to
other work [10,12,15,17] and regarding our intended application, the proposed evaluation procedure
does not consider subjective assessment of results by data collectors.

For both GTD and AFD datasets, a spatio-temporal evaluation approach that additionally
considers runtime, is proposed. Due to known limitations of positioning systems (see Section 2.4),
exact overlaps of tagged stay points and detected stay points will hardly occur. Therefore, for both
datasets a distance and time threshold is introduced. Whereby the ‘distance threshold’ is the spatial
and the ‘time threshold’ the temporal tolerance between a tagged and detected stay point. If the
distance between a tagged and a detected place exceeds either the distance or the time threshold,
the detected place is not linked to a tagged place. As proposed by Gröchenig and Schneider [13],
the value of the distance threshold is set to 53 m (considering the GPS error and the average diameter
of a tagged place) and the value of the time threshold to 15 min. Considering the fact that no interest
exists in short stops, like stays at an intersection before crossing it and that medium stay times like
shopping, are defined with 13 to 15 min [32], the minimum stay duration is also set to 15 min.

3.5.1. Evaluation of Controlled Recorded GTD

In a first step, five possible results of the application of stay detection approaches to GTD are
defined. Results can be that (1) a stay point is detected, where there is none; (2) the tagged stay point
is not detected; (3) the tagged stay point is detected and represented by more than one detected stay
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point; (4) the detected stay point can be assigned to more than one tagged stay point; and (5) the tagged
stay point is detected.

In the following, three different evaluation measures, namely the confusion matrix, spatio-temporal
quality measures, and runtime, are defined and quantified to determine these five results.

Confusion matrix: Generally, a confusion matrix consists of four measures, namely true positive
(TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) [33]. As a typical two-class
problem is not investigated here, the confusion matrix is applied without a TN (see Figure 2).
Regarding stay detection, a TN represents all locations where neither detected nor tagged stay points
occur. The illustrated confusion matrix captures all identified results except a detected stay point
with multiple tagged stay points since a TP depends on the number of correctly identified tagged
stay points.
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Based on the confusion matrix, recall, precision, and F-measure [33] are determined with
respect to detected and tagged stay points. To determine thresholds for these measures, three main
issues need to be considered, including that (1) GPS datasets can be error-prone even after
pre-processing; (2) if space and time are considered; there can be deviations in one or both dimensions;
and (3) collectors can make mistakes during data annotation. Each of these issues bias the results.
For instance, the approach might detect more than one stay, if GPS measurement errors, which occurred
more frequently during a single tagged stay, remain even after pre-processing. Experiences have
shown [13,14] that values for recall, precision, and F-measure > 0.65 seem appropriate to determine
an appropriate stay detection approach. Thus, thresholds are set to 0.65.

Several measures for GTD, to evaluate spatial and temporal accuracy of stay detection
approaches, have been developed [13,14]. However, the following two have proven to be useful:
(1) Spatial accuracy; and (2) the degree of spatio-temporal correctness.

1. Spatial accuracy Qsa measures the quality of the spatial detection accuracy with respect to
tagged places. This measure depends on the degree of detection correctness qt (see Formula (1)) for
each tagged place, which is computed by using the mean Euclidean distance between each tagged
and corresponding assigned detected place(s) dt and the distance threshold denoted by r. If the mean
distance of all corresponding detected places is smaller than half the distance threshold, the tagged
place is considered as correctly detected. If the mean distance lies between half and the actual distance
threshold, the detection correctness degree decreases starting from 0.5 by 1/r. Otherwise and if the
tagged place is not recognized by any detected places, the tagged place is not detected correctly.
The sum of degrees of correctness of each tagged place divided by the total number of tagged places T
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of the GTD gives the accuracy of the correctly assigned detected places (see Formula (2)). This means
that detected places without associated tagged places are not considered. A value of 1.0 indicates
that locations of all tagged and assigned detected places are identical. A value of 0.0 indicates that
all detected places do not meet the distance threshold criteria [13,14]. Spatial accuracy of sufficiently
performing stay detection approaches should be more than 0.6.

qt :=


1 if dt ≤ r

2

1 − dt
r if r

2 < dt ≤ r

0 otherwise

(1)

Qsa := ∑T
t qt

T
(2)

2. The degree of spatio-temporal correctness Qstc measures the amount of correctly detected stay
points regarding time information of all D spatially assigned detected stay points. Therefore, the mean
of the time difference from tagged and corresponding detected stay point ∆tt,d is determined by
using entry and exit times (see Formula (3)). D divides the number Ncorr of detected stay points,
which are recognized as correctly detected, when they are within the time threshold ∆tt,d ≤ 900 s
(see Formula (4)). This determines the proportion of temporally correct detected stay points. A value
of 1.0 indicates that all detected stay points correspond to assigned tagged stay points, while a value of
0.0 means none of the detected stay points corresponds to time entries in the GTD [13]. Regarding
adequate stay detection, the degree of spatio-temporal correctness should exceed a value of 0.65.

∆tt,d =

∣∣(tentry,d − tentry, t
)∣∣+ ∣∣(texit, d − texit, t

)∣∣
2

(3)

Qstc :=
Ncorr

D
(4)

The runtime is measured without pre-processing steps in order to only assess the duration of the
stay detection. A fixed threshold for runtime cannot be specified, as it depends on the amount of data.
For about 500,000 track points, a value of ≤5 s is suggested.

3.5.2. Evaluation of Controlled Recorded AFD

In contrast to controlled recorded data, visited places are only partially known and, thus, an extensive
evaluation is not possible. Hence, at least a single frequently visited place like home or work place
should be known, so that they can be assigned as tagged stay points. The resulting tagged stay points
are then compared with detected stay points. The runtime for AFD is measured in the same way as for
controlled recorded data.

For evaluating spatio-temporal accuracy of AFD two ratios considering distance and time are
used, namely the spatial- and spatio-temporal ratio.

1. Spatial ratio Rs refers to the number of detected places Ndp that are within the distance threshold
divided by the number of tagged places Ntp (see Formula (5)). If the ratio is higher than 1.0 more
places are detected than tagged; a value lower than 1.0 indicates that fewer places are detected than
tagged. The value of the spatial ratio should be between 0.75 and 1.25.

Rs =
Ndp

Ntp
(5)

2. Spatio-temporal ratio Rst refers to the number of spatio-temporal overlapping detected stay
points Ndsp meeting the distance and the time threshold criteria divided by tagged stay points
Ntsp (see Formula (6)). A value of 1.0 indicates that for all tagged stay points overlapping detected stay
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points were found. A value of 0.0 indicates that for no tagged stay point an overlapping detected stay
point was found. For evaluation purposes, the spatio-temporal ratio should exceed 0.65.

Rst =
Ndsp

Ntsp
(6)

In summary, the proposed stay detection evaluation framework consists of five steps: (i) Pre-selection;
(ii) acquisition; (iii) pre-processing; (iv) parameterization; and (v) evaluation. Besides general steps,
which are the same for all approaches, the evaluation framework also allows adaptations for taking
into account domain- or application-specific features (pre-selection), as well as requirements that
depend on the selected method (parameterization) (see Table 1).

Table 1. General and adaptable parts of the framework.

Framework Step General Domain/Application Specific Approach Dependent

Pre-selection X
Acquisition X

Pre-processing X
Parameterization X

Evaluation X

4. Application and Validation of the Framework

In this section, the proposed framework is applied and validated with GTD and AFD collected
during a field trial with older people testing a mobile AAL system. In addition, the aim is to assess
spatio-temporal approaches in this project, including stochastic and grid-/cell-based approaches [13,14]
that have already been investigated in previous works.

4.1. Pre-Selection

As suggested by the pre-selection procedure of the framework, a literature search was conducted
and three spatio-temporal approaches were identified. It is important that for the research in this
application (1) GPS data are used; (2) a battery life of ≥12 h is expected; (3) time-aware runtime is
required; and (4) approaches where an a priori knowledge of specific input parameters (e.g., number
of clusters) is not needed are preferred. Partition-based and hierarchical agglomerative approaches
were not considered for validation, since for the first approach the number of clusters has to be known
in advance and for the second approach the runtime is poor [34]. In the following, the three selected
spatio-temporal approaches are briefly presented considering the positioning system, battery life,
sampling rate, runtime, and input parameters.

4.1.1. Time-Based/Incremental Clustering (TIC)

Time-Based/Incremental Clustering (TIC) by Kang et al. [8] is a positioning system independent
approach. The positioning system used by Kang et al. [8] in Place Lab [35]. This approach was tested in
this research using WLAN and GSM infrastructure. Additionally, the authors deliberately developed
TIC to run on resource-limited (mobile) devices as a background task. To save battery, TIC is able to
deal with lower sampling rates. However, it has to be noted that stays lasting exactly the minimum
stay duration may not be recognized with a sampling rate larger than 1 s. Since this issue is expected
to occur rarely, also due to known limitations of positioning systems, it is neglected.

The aim of TIC is the automatic extraction of stays. For spatio-temporal stay detection,
Kang et al. [8] made several considerations for the following parameters: (i) minimum duration
of a stay at a certain location; (ii) minimum distance between stays; and (iii) a time parameter for
detecting outliers and determining whether an object is moving or not. The approach is able to extract
‘relevant’ stays autonomously and ignores ‘irrelevant’ stays, such as stops at traffic lights from GPS
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traces. TIC works incrementally. If a detected stay is within a defined distance to an existing detected
stay, the two stays are merged.

The implementation used in this paper is similar to the one developed by Kang et al. [8] with one
exception, namely the option of considering short ‘relevant’ stays of two or three minutes. This was
not considered, since the proposed framework defines a fixed minimum stay duration to apply to all
approaches (see Section 3.5).

4.1.2. (Extended) Density-Based Clustering (xDBSCAN)

Density-based clustering approaches such as DBSCAN [36] or OPTICS [37] do not consider spatial
and temporal parameters simultaneously, except ST-DBSCAN [38]. However, the ST-DBSCAN requires
the fulfilment of spatial and temporal clustering criteria at the same time. Otherwise, no clusters
are created. This means that if a GPS receiver loses its signal within a building, ST-DBSCAN will
never generate a cluster. This is because the two GPS points for entering and leaving the building
are not sufficient to meet the minimum number of points used under normal conditions. In contrast,
when using DBSCAN (that only considers the spatial criterion), a cluster can be generated, if the signal
loss occurs at the same place for several times. Thus, a two-step positioning system independent
approach using DBSCAN with its usual parameters (ε, minPts) and a time extraction (xDBSCAN) was
implemented. For battery savings, xDBSCAN is able to deal with lower sampling rates whereby the
minimum number of points minPts has to be redefined. A place is detected, if minPts are within the
maximum distance ε in a DBSCAN cluster.

In a first step, DBSCAN creates spatial clusters and in a second step, the trajectories within these
clusters are cut for generating stay points with entry and exit times. Furthermore, clusters that occur at
path intersections are eliminated because of the minimum stay duration parameter.

In this paper the Apache DBSCAN implementation was used [39] for the first step. OPTICS would
have been an alternative to DBSCAN. Since time-awareness and, thus, runtime are important in the
proposed framework, it was decided to use DBSCAN. In contrast to OPTICS, there are possibilities
to enhance DBSCAN in case runtime issues occur [40–42]. The second step of this approach was
implemented by us. In this step, stay points are extracted from clusters.

4.1.3. Mixed-Method Approach (MIXED)

The MIXED approach is a two-step approach, tested with GPS data and introduced by Ye et al. [17]
within the GeoLife project [43]. Regarding battery savings and sampling rate, the approach is similar
to TIC. In contrast to Kang et al. [8], Ye et al. [17] did not merge clustered stays directly, but performed
this in a second step using OPTICS. Since this approach is similar to TIC in many respects, a similar
runtime is also expected. The main parameters used within this approach are the cluster distance and
the minimum stay duration.

The first step of the implementation used in this paper is equal to the first step of Ye et al. (2009).
For the second step, DBSCAN instead of OPTICS was used, due to the reasons explained above.

4.2. Acquisition

To test the entire framework, two datasets, including GTD and AFD, were collected.

4.2.1. Controlled Recorded GTD

It was decided to apply QStarz GPS loggers for recording good quality data (2 × GPS Travel
Recorder BT-Q1000X (QStarz, Taipei, Taiwan) and 2 × GPS Data Recorder CR-Q1100P (QStarz,
Taipei, Taiwan)). The same receivers are often used for mobility tracking [28,29,44]. Furthermore,
these loggers are able to record single days at high sampling rates. A sampling rate of 3 s was used in
this research. Due to the sufficient battery capacity of loggers, the standstill detection was not activated.
Four trial participants gave their informed consent for tracking and documenting their mobility for
more than five weeks. This is according to the rules stated for controlled data recording (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Details of ground truth datasets for four trial participants.

Property Person A Person B Person C Person D

Days of recording 39 40 41 38
Number of track points 418,095 489,131 436,958 415,104

Main mode of transportation walking, car train, walking cycling car
Unique visited places 27 35 43 26

Recorded trips between places 131 109 157 104

4.2.2. Uncontrolled Recorded AFD

The data were collected within two six-week field trials testing a mobile AAL system for older
(partly cognitively impaired) people. From these field trials, datasets of 31 informed participants could
be used for the study. Since field trials aimed at hardware testing, as well, different devices (Laipac
S911 Bracelet Locator HC (Laipac Technology Inc., Richmond Hill, Canada), Google Nexus 5 (Google
Inc., Menlo Park, CA, USA), Samsung Xcover 1 and 2 (Samsung Electronics (UK) Ltd., Suwon, Korea))
with different sampling rates (5 to 15 s) were used. Devices recorded data automatically in the
background and used standstill detection to save battery life. Thus, fewer track points were recorded
compared to GTD. Despite daily reminders for wearing and charging, the planned 42 tracked test
days per trial participant were not achieved. On average, only 18.5 days’ worth of data were collected.
The main reasons were that (i) participants turned on the device only when they went outside; (ii) they
became ill; (iii) they felt uncomfortable while wearing the device; or (iv) they forgot to charge it.
While eight trial participants did always stay near their home, the others left their home more or less
regularly. In total, this resulted in 153 home stays lasting at least 15 min.

4.3. Pre-Processing

In this subsection, the framework addresses movement data pre-processing and processing of
data annotation. Data pre-processing was applied to both GTD and AFD datasets in the same way.
With respect to data annotation, the framework differentiates between controlled and uncontrolled
recorded data (see Section 3.3.2). In case of controlled recorded GTD, the total amount of visited places
was determined and each unique place was labelled with an ID, for each mobility diary. For each place,
data collectors were asked to identify corresponding OSM elements in order to retrieve locations of
tagged places. Regarding the uncontrolled recorded AFD, the home address of each trial participant
was known and set as a frequently visited place. Stays at home that took at least 15 min were identified
and set as tagged stay points.

4.4. Parameterization

Parameterization is essential for each approach to work properly. The individual parameter
selection process for all approaches was discussed in detail in the parameterization procedure of
the proposed framework. General parameters, such as minimum stay duration, are the same for all
approaches. Different parameter values, starting with values mentioned in the literature were tested,
applied to the GTD, and selected with respect to the obtained F-measures.

4.4.1. TIC

Parameters for this approach are cluster distance, merging distance, minimum stay duration, and moving
time for detecting outliers and determining whether an object is moving or not. For all parameters,
except minimum stay duration, which is already set to 15 min, suitable values needed to be determined.
Kang et al. [8] proposed cluster distance values between 30 and 50 m and Hightower et al. [9] of
300 m. Thus, cluster distance values between 25 and 350 m, in increments of five meters, were tested.
Kang et al. [8] specified the merging distance with one-third of the cluster distance. First tests in
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our research indicated that one-third of the cluster distance may not be sufficient for GPS data,
thus, the merging distance was extended to two-thirds of the cluster distance and additionally tested.

Since no details were given in the literature for the moving time parameter, values between
10 and 120 s in increments of ten were tested. The moving time parameter was determined when testing
cluster distances between 30 and 50 m and merging distances between 7 and 33 m. When comparing
the resulting F-measures, values between 80 and 100 s scored highest, hence, we selected 90 s for
this parameter.

The final cluster distance values were applied to the parameterization procedure (see Section 3.4).
For the GTD, a cluster distance between 90 and 140 m and a merging distance of two-thirds the cluster
distance achieved the best F-measures. The final combination selected was a cluster distance value of
125 m and a corresponding merging distance of 83 m.

4.4.2. xDBSCAN

In the literature, parameters ε (cluster distance) and minPts of DBSCAN are often selected by
applying OPTICS to the data. The example of an OPTICS diagram applied to GTD is shown in Figure 3.
Low frequencies next to each other represent GPS points that are spatially located near each other and
indicate clusters. Figure 3 includes one large cluster on the left-hand side, with several smaller clusters
to be recognized on the right-hand side. While the height of frequencies can be used to determine
a proper value for ε, minPts can be derived from the number of frequencies within an identified
cluster. The first significant peak (encircled in Figure 3) corresponds to a low GPS point density,
identifying points outside a cluster. With a height of 0.45 (WGS84 degrees × 10,000), the ε corresponds
to approximately 4–5 m. For ε, values between 0.01 and 80 m were tested. From the OPTICS diagram,
the cluster with the lowest number of points can be used to determine a reference value for minPts,
which is 50. Thus, minPts values between 3 and 800 were evaluated. For all combinations of the
two parameters (ε and minPts), F-measures were compared and acceptable results were achieved for
ε between 1 and 40 m, and for minPts between 100 and 400. Finally, 1 m for ε and 200 for minPts
were used.
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4.4.3. MIXED

The first step of the MIXED approach relies on two main parameters, namely cluster distance and
minimum stay duration. Ye et al. [17] set the cluster distance to 200 m. According to the literature and our
experiences with TIC, distance values between 25 and 350 m in increments of five meters were tested
and F-measures calculated. Based on results, it was determined that a cluster distance value between
175 and 250 m would be appropriate. The finally selected cluster distance measured 200 m, which is
also in accordance with values stated in the literature.

Since DBSCAN is used for the merging step of the MIXED approach, parameters for ε and minPts
needed to be determined, as well. It was decided to set ε to the value of the distance threshold, namely
53 m. To mind a places visited only once, the parameter minPts was set to 1.
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4.5. Evaluation

As described by evaluation procedures for controlled and uncontrolled recorded datasets,
the corresponding values were determined. Runtime for evaluation purposes was measured on
a Lenovo T450s with 2.6 GHz, 12 GB RAM and SSD storage.

Table 3 compares measurement values for assessing controlled recorded GTD. Results show that
most evaluation measures of both TIC and MIXED exceed defined thresholds. Runtimes of both
approaches are almost equal and there are some variations in the other measures over the four trial
participants. The worst results are achieved by using xDBSCAN, where most values are below the
defined thresholds.

Table 3. Ground truth data (GTD) evaluation results for Time-Based/Incremental Clustering (TIC),
xDBSCAN, and MIXED (bold values indicate that thresholds are met).

Approach Person A (39 Days,
418,095 Points)

Person B (40 Days,
489,131 Points)

Person C (41 Days,
436,958 Points)

Person D (38 Days,
415,104 Points)

TIC (125 m, 83 m)
Recall (0.65) 0.71 0.65 0.45 0.73
Precision (0.65) 0.70 0.49 0.38 0.52
F-measure (0.65) 0.71 0.56 0.41 0.61
Qsa (0.6) 0.65 0.61 0.56 0.60
Qstc (0.65) 0.79 0.72 0.48 0.78
Runtime (5 (s)) 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.18

xDBSCAN (ε = 1,
minPts = 200)

Recall (0.65) 0.37 0.29 0.43 0.59
Precision (0.65) 0.76 0.57 0.71 0.69
F-measure (0.65) 0.50 0.39 0.54 0.64
Qsa (0.6) 0.46 0.26 0.24 0.31
Qstc (0.65) 0.60 0.44 0.62 0.71
Runtime (5 (s)) 45,105.38 65,665.74 49,194.14 58,378.40

MIXED (200 m)
Recall (0.65) 0.70 0.65 0.72 0.74
Precision (0.65) 0.70 0.50 0.62 0.54
F-measure (0.65) 0.70 0.57 0.67 0.62
Qsa (0.6) 0.56 0.60 0.56 0.54
Qstc (0.65) 0.77 0.69 0.80 0.83
Runtime (5 (s)) 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.21

AFD evaluation results (Table 4) are very similar to GTD results (Table 3) with respect to xDBSCAN,
particularly considering runtime when processing more than 10,000 points. Evaluation results of TIC
and MIXED show a higher variability for AFD than for GTD, with TIC producing better results
compared to MIXED. In general, results for the entire evaluation procedure of the framework indicate
that TIC meets threshold criteria and runtime performance more often with both datasets (GTD and
AFD) than MIXED.

Table 4. Application field data (AFD) evaluation results for TIC, xDBSCAN, and MIXED (bold values
indicate that thresholds are met).

Record
TIC (125 m, 83 m) xDBSCAN (ε = 10, minPts = 400) MIXED (200 m)

Rs (0.75
– 1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Rs (0.75 –
1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Rs (0.75
– 1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Participant 1 (22 days,
3743 points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 3.65 0.00 0.00 0.00

Participant 2 (5 days,
10,731 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.33 27.16 1.00 1.00 0.01

Participant 3 (17 days,
25,837 points) 0.91 0.64 0.02 0.73 0.37 157.46 1.00 0.82 0.02
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Table 4. Cont.

Record
TIC (125 m, 83 m) xDBSCAN (ε = 10, minPts = 400) MIXED (200 m)

Rs (0.75
– 1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Rs (0.75 –
1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Rs (0.75
– 1.25)

Rst
(0.65)

Runtime
(5 (s))

Participant 4 (10 days,
8225) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.33 1.50 0.50 0.01

Participant 5 (34 days,
25,490 points) 1.06 0.88 0.02 0.94 0.41 87.69 1.47 0.47 0.02

Participant 6 (14 days,
10,013 points) 1.11 0.67 0.01 0.67 0.11 19.54 1.00 0.44 0.00

Participant 7 (17 days,
9426 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.25 0.75 22.66 1.25 0.75 0.01

Participant 8 (36 days,
25,549) 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 158.65 2.00 0.00 0.01

Participant 9 (39 days,
42,083 points) 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 0.60 397.10 1.00 1.00 0.02

Participant 10 (7 days,
3518 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.19 0.50 0.50 0.00

Participant 11 (11 days,
13,274 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.75 0.50 30.74 1.00 0.50 0.01

Participant 12 (10 days,
1801 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.60 0.60 0.00

Participant 13 (18 days,
43,402 points) 0.75 0.63 0.02 0.75 0.13 464.51 0.75 0.25 0.02

Participant 14 (7 days,
6076 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.10 1.00 1.00 0.00

Participant 15 (18 days,
55,591 points) 0.80 0.40 0.02 0.40 0.00 793.90 0.20 0.00 0.03

Participant 16 (35 days,
77,304 points) 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00 1510.00 1.00 1.00 0.04

Participant 17 (21 days,
1529 points) 0.43 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.14 0.00 0.00

Participant 18 (5 days,
14,959 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 56.43 1.00 1.00 0.01

Participant 19 (39 days,
98,866 points) 1.00 1.00 0.04 1.00 1.00 2425.15 1.00 0.80 0.05

Participant 20 (28 days,
16,454 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 63.81 1.00 1.00 0.01

Participant 21 (3 days,
850 points) 0.57 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.43 0.14 0.00

Participant 22 (7 days,
1064 points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.67 0.67 0.00

Participant 23 (10 days,
18,916 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.29 0.57 90.02 1.00 1.00 0.01

Participant 24 (3 days,
126 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.00 0.00 0.00

Participant 25 (40 days,
52,314) 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 642.63 1.00 1.00 0.03

Participant 26 (25 days,
140,612 points) 0.82 0.64 0.06 0.55 0.27 4428.31 0.91 0.55 0.07

Participant 27 (35 days,
11,577 points) 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 32.44 1.00 1.00 0.01

Participant 28 (11 days,
10,588 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.23 1.00 1.00 0.00

Participant 29 (13 days,
3536 points) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.86 1.17 0.50 0.00

Participant 30 (28 days,
33,379 points) 1.00 0.67 0.01 0.67 0.50 256.46 0.17 0.00 0.02

Participant 31 (8 days,
157 points) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
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5. Discussion

Other than the development, application, and validation of the proposed framework for stay
detection approaches, the performance of three different spatio-temporal clustering approaches for
mobile AAL systems for older people was assessed. Based on the evaluation results of the proposed
framework (see Tables 3 and 4), the xDBSCAN is clearly not appropriate for the intended application,
mainly due to the poor runtime. Additionally, no preference between TIC and MIXED can be made
solely based on GTD, since neither of the two approaches show a convincing performance among
all proposed measures. For this reason, the comprehensive evaluation of the AFD included in the
framework is justified.

Compared to Hightower et al. [9], the TIC performed better than the other two approaches
considering the entire framework. However, the TIC had significantly more problems with the data of
person C than MIXED. This can be explained by the fact that C lives next to a mountain so that C is
often localized more than the cluster distance of 125 m away from the tagged home place. This is not
a problem for MIXED due to a cluster distance of 200 m. Considering both datasets, the cluster distance
of 125 m for TIC works fine. This justifies the use of two different datasets. However, an advantage
of the MIXED approach is the lower number of parameters. Compared to the grid-/cell-based
cookie-cutter approach [13], the TIC approach is nearly similar regarding quality measures but superior
regarding runtime. Thus, the TIC approach will be selected for future field operations.

Regarding the validation of the proposed framework, all procedures were successfully applied
to each of the spatio-temporal clustering approaches for determining the most appropriate approach.
In contrast to other work [10,12,15,17], a subjective result assessment by data collectors in the proposed
framework was not considered. However, if an assessment of the controlled recorded data by
collectors is possible, it can be easily integrated into the evaluation process by defining a corresponding
evaluation procedure.

In contrast to Montoliu et al. [12], users’ forgetfulness during the tagging process was also not
considered. Nevertheless, the combination of GPS measurement errors and the consideration of both
space and time, address this issue when setting evaluation thresholds for evaluation measures.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive framework for evaluating stay detection approaches is presented.
In comparison to previous work [10,12], this framework covers the entire process from pre-selection,
data acquisition, pre-processing, parameterization, to evaluation. Furthermore, the framework offers
the possibility to use both ground truth as well as application field data for the intended field of
application. In addition to known evaluation measures, spatio-temporal quality measures are applied
(Qsa and Qtc for GTD and Rs and Rst for AFD). Since each step of the framework is discussed in
detail in this paper, it should be possible to apply this framework to other stay detection approaches
and datasets, no matter whether they are positioning system independent or not. Even framework
extensions are possible, for example, the integration of data assessment through data collectors.
Moreover, the use of two different datasets has proven to be justified and effective. The selection
of a suitable approach would have been challenging using GTD only. With the inclusion of both
datasets (GTD and AFD), the TIC was identified as the most suitable approach for our intended field of
application and will be used in our future projects. This should make it possible to propose either stays
or transition corridors where a person may be at a certain daytime to rescuers in case of an emergency
(e.g., a person is lost without a GPS device).
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